Andy Law is a director of Reiach and Hall Architects who are a medium sized private
Architectural practice with over 40 employees
Andy Law registered as an Architect in 1987
He has been a Part 3 Examiner with APEAS for over 10 years
Qualifications include: BA Hons, University of Bristol 1978-1981; and Dip Arch,
Mackintosh School, Glasgow, 1983-1985
Architectural knowledge and understanding – CPD
 Andy’s CPD includes being a Part 3 examiner (although this is now irregular), assisting in running the
Examination Authority and lecturing at the Part 3 Update Course in Edinburgh each June
 He is undertaking research into the potential for architecture to be included in the National Curriculum.
 Has applied to speak at several international healthcare conferences in 2018 (in the UK, South America
and Europe). Naturally this will include attending these conferences
 Andy has also attended a number of meetings with government officers to discuss the future of public
procurement. This will continue
 The above is in addition to attending regular CPD talks within his office and the occasional outside
lecture, together with reading journals etc
Recent Professional experience
Reiach and Hall Architects
 Principal role is as a hands-on project running director
 Projects over the last 3 years include Forth Valley College – Alloa and Stirling Campuses, Ardrossan
Medical Centre, Scottish National Blood Transfusion Service National Centre, three Health Centres for
NHS Lanarkshire at East Kilbride, Kilsyth and Wishaw, an NPD bid for a new Hospital and Healthcare
Facilities in Kirkwall, Orkney, Forth Valley College Falkirk HQ Campus
 Andy also takes a full role in running the practice
 He is the practice advisor on contract, professional and procurement issues
 He leads the team responsible for developing the office’s BIM capability and computer system generally
 Andy is also engaged for a significant portion of his time in business development activities
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